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Abstract

The success of META-NET is dependent on the
ready availability of data, tools and services that
can perform natural language processing (NLP)
and text mining (TM) on a range of European
languages.
These will form the building blocks for
constructing language-technology applications
that can help European citizens to gain easy
access to the information they require. Among
these applications will be semantic search
systems to provide users with fast and efficient
access to precisely the information they require,
and voice user interfaces that allow easy access
to information and services over the telephone,
e.g., booking tickets, etc.
One of the major outcomes of META-NET
will be the META-SHARE infrastructure, an
open, distributed facility for sharing and
exchange of language resources (LRs),
consisting of a sustainable network of
repositories of language data, tools and related
web services for a large number of European
languages. LRs will be documented with highquality metadata and aggregated in central
inventories, allowing for uniform search and
access to resources. A further aim of METASHARE is to promote the use of widely
acceptable standards for LR building, in order to
ensure the greatest possible interoperability of
LRs.
META-SHARE shares some goals with
related initiatives, such as the Open Language
Archives Community (OLAC) (Hughes &
Kamat, 2005), which is developing a virtual
library of LRs augmented with metadata; the
PANACEA project (Bel, 2010), which is
creating a library of interoperable web services
that automate the stages involved in the
production and maintenance of LRs required by
MT systems; and the Common Language
Resources and Technology Infrastructure

META-NET is a Network of Excellence
aiming to improve significantly on the number
of language technologies that can assist
European citizens, by enabling enhanced
communication and cooperation across
languages. A major outcome will be METASHARE, a searchable network of repositories
that collect resources such as language data,
tools and related web services, covering a
large number of European languages. These
resources are intended to facilitate the
development and evaluation of a wide range of
new language processing applications and
services. An important aim of META-SHARE
is the promotion of interoperability amongst
resources. In this paper, we describe our
planned efforts to help to achieve this aim,
through the adoption of the UIMA framework
and the integration of the U-Compare system
within the META-SHARE network. UCompare facilitates the rapid construction and
evaluation of NLP applications that make use
of interoperable components, and, as such, can
help to speed up the development of a new
generation of European language technology
applications.

1

Introduction

The two dozen national and many regional
languages of Europe present linguistic barriers
that can severely limit the free flow of goods,
information and services. The META-NET
Network of Excellence has been created to
respond to this issue. Consisting of 44 research
centres from 31 countries, META-NET aims to
stimulate a concerted, substantial and continentwide effort to push forward language technology
research and engineering, in order to ensure
equal access to information and knowledge for
all European citizens.
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Architecture (UIMA)1 (Ferrucci et al., 2006),
which aims to facilitate the seamless
combination of LRs into workflows that can
carry out different natural language processing
(NLP) tasks. U-Compare (Kano et al., 2009;
Kano et al., 2011), which is built on top of
UIMA, provides additional means for ensuring
more
universal
interoperability
between
resources, as well as providing special facilities
that allow the rapid construction and evaluation
of
natural
language-processing/text-mining
applications
using
interoperable
UIMAcompliant resources, without the need for any
additional programming.
METANET4U is one of a set of projects
(together with META-NORD and CESAR),
which are preparing LRs that operate on a wide
range of different European languages for
inclusion within META-SHARE. Part of the
contribution of the METANET4U project is to
encourage LR providers to make their resources
UIMA-compliant. This is partly being achieved
through the creation of a pilot version of METASHARE, in which standard functionality is
enhanced through the integration of U-Compare.
As an initial step, UIMA-compliant LRs are
currently being created for a subset of European
languages, based on the resources that will be
made available by the METANET4U partners.
This will allow us to demonstrate that METASHARE has the potential to serve not only as a
useful tool to locate resources for a range of
languages, but also to act as an integrated
environment that allows for rapid prototyping
and testing of applications that make use of these
resources.

(CLARIN) (Váradi et al., 2008), which is
establishing an integrated and interoperable
research infrastructure of LRs and technology. A
memorandum of understanding between METANET and CLARIN recognizes that they are
complementary initiatives with harmonisable
goals. Whilst CLARIN is largely oriented
towards the social sciences and humanities
research community, META-NET aims at
supporting Human Language Technology (HLT)
development, and thus will target HLT
researchers
and
developers,
language
professionals (translators, interpreters, etc.), as
well as industrial players, with a particular
emphasis on cross-lingual technologies.
Advanced language technology applications
are usually built from a number of component
technologies, which are often common across a
large number of different applications. For
example, text-based applications frequently
make use of tools such as tokenisers, part-of
speech taggers, syntactic parsers, named entity
recognisers, etc. Through its central inventories
and detailed meta-data, META-SHARE will help
application developers by facilitating accurate
searches to be carried out over a large set of
reusable tools, as well as over data on which they
can be re-trained and evaluated.
In addition to reusability, a further issue that
must be considered is the ease with which
component tools can be combined together to
create complete applications. Only if this
combination can occur with minimal, or no,
configuration, can the tools be said to be
interoperable.
It is often the case that interoperability can be
problematic to achieve, especially for resources
that have different developers or creators.
Reasons for this include the following:
• Use of different programming languages
to implement the tools.
• Different input and output formats of the
tools (e.g., plain text vs. XML).
• Incompatible data types produced by the
tools (e.g., different tag sets).
Having to deal with such issues can be both
time-consuming and a source of frustration for
the developer, often requiring program code to
be rewritten or extra code to be produced in
order to ensure that data can pass freely and
correctly between the different resources used in
the application.
One way to overcome some of the problems of
interoperability is to adopt the use of the
Unstructured
Information
Management

2

UIMA

In recent years, the issue of interoperability
has been receiving increasing attention, e.g.,
Copestake et al. (2006); Cunningham et al.
(2002); Laprun et al. (2002). UIMA provides a
flexible and extensible architecture for
implementing interoperability, which is achieved
largely by virtue of a standard means of
communication between resources when they are
combined together into workflows.
2.1

Wrapping resources

At the heart of the UIMA framework is a data
structure called the Common Analysis Structure
(CAS). During the execution of a workflow, the
1
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CAS is accessible by all resources, and stores all
annotations, e.g., tokens, part-of-speech tags,
syntactic parse trees, etc., that have been
produced by the different resources. Each
resource to be used within the UIMA framework
must be “wrapped” as a UIMA component. This
means that it must be specifically configured to
obtain its input by reading data from the CAS.
As output, UIMA components should add new
annotations to the CAS, or update annotations
already contained within it. For example, a
tokeniser tool may add Token annotations to the
CAS. A POS tagger may read Token annotations,
and add a POS feature to them.
A standard way of reading, writing and
updating the CAS, which must be followed by all
UIMA components, means that differences in
input/output formats of resources are essentially
hidden, once the wrapper has been written. It is
this feature that allows flexible and seamless
combination of UIMA components into
pipelines/workflows.
In order to facilitate such interoperability, a
certain amount of overhead is required to create
the wrapper code. Given that resources differ in
their input/output format and parameters, a
specialised wrapper must normally be produced
for each different resource, although the general
structure of the wrapper code is usually similar.
The basic steps are as follows:
1. Read appropriate annotations from the
CAS.
2. Convert the UIMA annotations to input
format required by the tool (e.g., plain
text, XML, standoff annotations, inline
annotations, etc.)
3. Execute the tool, passing the correctly
formatted input to it.
4. Convert the output of the tool to UIMA
annotations.
5. Write or update the CAS with the newly
generated UIMA annotations.
An example of a possible workflow for
carrying out named entity recognition is the
following:
Sentence Splitter →Tokeniser → POS Tagger →
Syntactic Parser →Named Entity Recogniser
In combining resources together, it is only
necessary to ensure that the types of annotation
required as input by a particular component are
present in the CAS at the time of execution of
that component. For example, tokenisers
generally require text that has been split into
sentences as input. Thus, if such a tokeniser is to
be included in a workflow, one of the

components executed earlier in the workflow
should produce output corresponding to sentence
annotations. The UIMA framework makes this
process quite straightforward, since each UIMA
component must declare its input/output
annotation types in a separate descriptor file.
The UIMA framework also deals with another
issue of interoperability, in that after resources
are wrapped as UIMA components, the original
programming language is hidden and thus
becomes irrelevant. Writing the UIMA wrapper
is fairly straightforward when the resource is
implemented in either Java or C++, or if the tool
is available as a web service or as a binary.
2.2

Compatibility of data types

As mentioned above, each UIMA component
must declare its input and output annotation
types. Annotation types are separately declared
in a type system descriptor file, and may be
hierarchically structured. For example, a type
SemanticAnnotation may specify NamedEntity
and Coreference as subtypes. Each annotation
type may additionally define features, e.g., a
Token type may have a PartOfSpeech feature.
The UIMA framework itself does not impose
or recommend the use of a particular type
system. Accordingly, the various existing
repositories of UIMA components (e.g., the
BIONLP
UIMA
Component
Repository
(Baumgartner et al., 2008), the CMU UIMA
component repository2 and the UIMA-fr
consortium (Hernandez et al., 2010)) generally
make use of different type systems. This can be a
major barrier to universal interoperability of
resources. Although resources chosen from the
same repository are likely to be interoperable, the
same cannot be said for resources chosen from
multiple repositories.
This is because the
individual type systems may use different
package names, different names for annotation
types or have different hierarchical structures,
even though functionalities of the components
across different repositories may be similar.
Ideally, in order to achieve maximum
interoperability, a single, common type system
would be imposed, to be followed by all
developers of UIMA components. However, this
is not considered a viable option, as it would be
difficult to achieve consensus on exactly which
types should be present, given, for example, the
various different syntactic and semantic theories
on which different tools are based.
2
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Figure 1: U-Compare interface

3

disambiguate species of biomedical named
entities (Wang et al., 2010).

U-Compare

U-Compare (Kano et al., 2009; Kano et al.,
2011) is a system built on top of UIMA. The
main goals of U-Compare are to allow rapid and
flexible construction of NLP applications and
evaluation of these applications against goldstandard annotated data, without the need for any
additional programming.
U-Compare builds upon the core elements of
UIMA to provide a graphical user interface,
which allows users to construct and configure
workflows of UIMA components, using simple
drag-and-drop actions, and to apply the
workflow to a corpus of documents at the click
of a button.
U-Compare
includes
several
built-in
annotation viewers, making it easy to visualise
the various annotations produced by workflows,
including more complex annotation types, such
as syntactic trees and feature structures. The
main U-Compare interface is shown in Figure 1,
with the library of available components on the
right, and the workflow builder on the left.
The rapid construction of NLP workflows is
reliant on the ready availability of component
resources. U-Compare is distributed with a
library of over 50 UIMA components,
constituting the world’s largest type-compatible
UIMA repository. A particular emphasis on
biomedical text processing allows specialised,
complex workflows to be constructed, e.g., to

3.1

Evaluation in U-Compare

U-Compare additionally provides special
facilities for evaluating the performance of
workflows. For each step of a workflow (e.g.,
part-of-speech tagging, parsing, etc.) there are
often several tools that could be used. UCompare can compare the performance of each
possible combination of tools against a gold
standard annotated corpus, i.e., a corpus in which
information of the type produced by the tool has
been marked-up manually by human annotators.
Such a comparison allows the best performing
workflow for one’s particular task to be
determined. Results are reported in terms of
performance statistics, precision, recall and Fscore. The U-Compare evaluation interface is
shown in Figure 2. On the left are the
performance statistics and on the right are the
annotations produced by the various tools under
evaluation.
The power of U-Compare’s evaluation
framework has recently been demonstrated in the
recognition of chemical named entities in
scientific texts (Kolluru et al., 2011). A well–
established named entity recogniser for the
chemistry domain, Oscar3 (Corbett & MurrayRust, 2006), had a rigid structure, which made it
difficult to modularise and to adapt to new and
emerging trends in annotation and corpora.
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Figure 2: Evaluation in U-Compare
Oscar3 was refactored into a number of
separate,
reconfigurable
U-Compare
components, and experiments showed that the
substitution of a new tokeniser into the workflow
could improve performance over the original
system. The new, modularised version of Oscar
(OSCAR43) has recently been released.
A similar approach could also be used to
improve the performance of other types of
applications relevant to language technology,
e.g., machine translation systems such as
Apertium (Armentano-Oller et al., 2006), which
also has a modular architecture.
3.2

original input and output types to appropriate
types in the U-Compare type system. Newly
wrapped components directly use types
belonging to the sharable type system. However,
such components may define their own type
system extensions, as long as any new types
defined extend existing types in the hierarchy. It
is hoped that the U-Compare type system will
eventually be adopted as a standard, which will
help to ensure greater interoperability between
UIMA components in the future.
As mentioned previously, defining an
exhaustive, common type system sufficient for
all possible UIMA components would be a
virtually impossible task. According to this, the
aim of the U-Compare type system is to define a
set of types that on the one are hand fairly
general, but on the other hand are fine-grained
enough to allow the most common types of
annotation produced by NLP applications to be
represented. The currently defined types
correspond to syntactic, semantic and documentlevel concepts, as illustrated in Figures 3, 4 and
5, respectively.
When mapping between a particular type
system and the U-Compare sharable type system,
it is inevitable that in certain cases, information
loss will occur. This is because the general types
of the U-Compare type system cannot encode all
the subtleties of information produced by many
different components. Therefore, certain aspects
of the functionality of a particular resource may

U-Compare type system

U-Compare’s current inventory of components
has been drawn from a number of different
sources, including existing UIMA repositories
that use their own type systems. This meant that
issues of type system compatibility had to be
faced. As a partial solution to the type system
interoperability problem, U-Compare has defined
a sharable type system.
The aim of the U-Compare sharable type
system is to act as a kind of bridge, to facilitate
the construction of workflows containing almost
any UIMA components, regardless of their
source, or the original type system that they use.
Communication between existing UIMA
components is made possible by mapping their
3
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be hidden by the U-Compare type system.
However, since one of the aims of U-Compare is
to provide as large a library as possible of
interoperable NLP components, such a trade-off
is sometimes necessary to guarantee such
interoperability.

RichToken will specify not only the base form of
the token, but also its part-of-speech. Therefore,
if a particular tool requires part-of-speech tagged
tokens as input, then it can be executed in a
workflow following a tool whose output is either
POSToken or RichToken, since both of these tool
types will output token annotations with part-ofspeech information. Even though tools outputting
RichToken information would contain some
redundant information in this case, this does not
matter, as long as the required information is also
present in the CAS.

4

U-Compare and META-SHARE

The utility of U-Compare has already been
amply demonstrated through its use in many
tasks by both NLP experts and non-expert users,
from the individual level to worldwide
challenges. These include the BioNLP’09 shared
task (Kim et al., 2009) for the extraction of biomolecular events (bio-events) that appear in
biomedical literature, in which U-Compare
served as an official support system; the CoNLL2010 shared task on the detection of speculation
in biomedical texts (Farkas et al., 2010); the
BioCreative II.5 challenge (Sætre et al., 2009) of
text-mining and information-extraction systems
applied to the biological domain; and linking
with Taverna (Kano et al., 2010), a generic
workflow management system.
Mostly, these usages have been limited to the
processing of biomedical texts in the English
language. Integration within META-SHARE will
additionally allow the utility of U-Compare to be
demonstrated in a multilingual scenario, where it
will help to facilitate the rapid expansion of NLP
applications covering a range of European
languages. In order to ensure the success of this,
a number of different areas have to be addressed.

Figure 3: Syntactic types in the U-Compare
type system
Despite the possible loss of information when
using the U-Compare type system, two important
points should be noted. Firstly, the hierarchical
nature of the type system aims to minimise
information loss as much as possible. Types from
exisiting, external systems can be mapped to the
most specific type possible in the U-Compare
hierarchy. Secondly, since the U-Compare type
system is still considered as work in progress, the
addition of further well-motivated types will be
considered, which could further decrease levels
of information loss.
A further advantage of the hierarchical
structure of the type system is that it can help to
expose clearly the capabilities of a particular
resource. Consider, for example, a resource that
outputs annotations of type RichToken (see
Figure 3). These annotations constitute a token
whose base form is recorded in the base feature.
As such, they could be used to store the output of
a morphological analyser.
The type system hierarchy tells us that
RichToken is a subtype of POSToken, which
stores a token, along with part-of-speech
information. Thus, annotations of type

4.1

Expansion of U-Compare component
library

In order to meet with the multilingual and
multimodal goals of META-SHARE, the current
library of U-Compare components must be
expanded. As an initial step, we have identified
around 40 resources (both tools and corpora) that
concern languages other than English (namely
Catalan, French, Maltese, Portuguese, Romanian
and Spanish), and which our METANET4U
project partners are planning to make available in
META-SHARE.
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Figure 4: Semantic types in the U-Compare type system
The resources are a mixture of monolingual
and multilingual, and concern different
modalities (both written and spoken language).
As an ongoing task, these resources are being
wrapped as UIMA components that comply with
the U-Compare type system.
4.2

particular to provide support for multilingual and
speech-based components. As mentioned
previously, U-Compare provides annotation
viewers that allow annotations produced by
workflows to be easily visualised. Since
multilingual components will often produce
annotations in multiple languages, a new type of
viewing component should be developed that
allows both source and target language
information to be displayed. Viewers for speechbased output will allow speech files to be played
and corresponding waveforms to be displayed.

Evaluation and consolidation of the UCompare type system

Once completed, the new set of U-Compare
compatible UIMA components will almost
double the size of the current library, and in
creating them, we will be able to consolidate and
evaluate the utility of the U-Compare type
system in scenarios other than the processing of
English biomedical text. This will help us to
work towards the goal of defining a sharabletype system that can be applied regardless of
language or domain, and which could be
promoted as a standard to be followed both in
META-SHARE, and beyond.
An initial analysis of the selected resources
suggests that, to a large extent, the existing type
system is sufficient to describe their inputs and
outputs, with no language-specific issues
becoming immediately apparent. However, some
types of tool that are not currently available in
the U-Compare library, such as discourse parsers
and semantic role labellers, will motivate a small
number of additions to the type system. Since the
current version of the type system was created
only for written resources, further extensions will
need to be made for spoken resources.
4.3

4.4

Specification of workflows

As a final step, we will implement a number of
workflows that make use of the newly wrapped
components in various ways. Through
integration within META-SHARE, these
workflows can act as templates for carrying out
important language-processing tasks, which may
be changed or configured according to the
requirements of different types of application.
We have designed workflows for over 20
different tasks, which will be implemented after
the appropriate resources have been wrapped.
Some of these are fairly simple tasks, which may
be considered as building blocks to be used in
the construction of more complex workflows
(e.g., sentence splitting and POS tagging, etc),
whilst others may be considered complete tasks
in themselves (e.g., discourse parsing, translation
of text, ontology building, etc.), involving 10 or
more processing steps.
According to the set of LRs that are currently
being wrapped as UIMA components, most of
the tasks will be accomplishable in a number of
different languages, through the substitution of
appropriate alternative components.

Extending U-Compare functionality

The functionality of the U-Compare software
must also be extended to handle the new types of
components that will be made available, in
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Figure 5: Document-level types in the U-Compare type system
Often, there are several paths that can be taken
to complete a given task for each language. For
example, some tools perform both part-of speech
tagging and lemmatization, whilst in other cases,
different tools exist to perform each step
separately.
Since a number of gold-standard annotated
corpora will be made available as U-Compare
components, an evaluation of which path
produces the best results will often be possible,
using U-Compare’s evaluation functionalities, as
described earlier. By providing facilities for
META-SHARE users to make their own
workflows available to other users, and to
provide feedback about existing workflows, the
process of creating new applications could
become even easier.

5

expansion of the European language technology
landscape. The integration will allow users to
benefit from running and configuring existing
workflows, as well as creating new workflows,
with only a few mouse clicks, and without the
need to write any new program code.
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